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Chapter 9

Natalie did get bigger, much bigger. Her breasts were already

gargantuan in the relativity to her own body but now they burst

forward with a huge surge. Despite his large size Norm’s head was in

danger of being crushed by the swelling breasts before him. Spilling

over her body and crashing into the floor they did not slow in their

expansion, pressing up against walls of buildings before they

overpowered the structures around Natalie. The giant mass of breast

flesh was now so large that Natalie was easily able to rest her whole

body on them. Spreading out before her and Norm, her boobs were

fast approaching the size of Norm’s titanic gut.

Natalie’s head was flung back, her moans filling the air around

them both, Norm’s cock was still hard, he managed to sit himself up,

his stomach crushing two buildings with its massive size, his cock

chopping another in half with the swift motion.

“You are so big Nat…” Norm said dreamily.

“All for…” She paused to let out a moan. “For you…”

Her boobs finally stopped growing, their diameter was around 80

feet. Norm’s large hand reached to touch them, and he was shocked to

feel that they were taut, there was next to no softness in them. He

knew what that meant.

Milk.

His arousal started to take over and he moved his huge cock and

buried it between Natalie’s boobs. She wrapped her arms around its

immense girth and started frantically rubbing its length. Thanks to

both their huge sizes, Norm was able to fuck her tits and suck her

nipples at the same time. Draining her boobs at a rapid pace, his cock
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nipples at the same time. Draining her boobs at a rapid pace, his cock

was also being milked. The two fucked like this for hours, the amount

of milk within Natalie was enough to feed a large town for a week.

That meant nothing to the swelling Norm. Over the course of his

feeding, his stomach just continued to swell, it was pushing forward

and advancing towards the remaining uncrushed buildings. It wasn’t

long before his stomach was making him immobile, the full dome

sloshing from each slight movement he made, to the residents below

they only saw a huge gut pulsating and bulging with each passing

second.

Finally he was done drinking, his pent up release was imminent

now that he had finished his feast.

Natalie had been rubbing his rod the whole time, untiring, the

giant woman yearned to please Norm, he was her entire world at this

point. During his suckling she had drastically shrunk, her breasts

shrinking due to their lack of milk meant that she was still insanely

huge but just softer and mobile once more. She stood up and moved

herself back from Norm so that her tits were now able to fuck the end

of his cock and she could tease the tip.

Norm’s groans grew louder, he was fast approaching another

climax.

“I’m… I’m going to cum!” He screamed, his voice echoing

throughout the city, the homes near him  that hadn’t been crushed

now had their windows blown out.

With a mighty eruption his cock started to rain cum down on the

city. It was far too much for Natalie to a empt to consume although

she did manage to catch some as the rest fired over the town. Each

spurt fired landed with a splat on buildings facing the two lovers, the

impact was enough to cause some structural damage for those who

were caught in the blast, they found themselves afflicted similarly to

Natalie.

They grew.

His cum was potent enough to cause women and men alike to

grow. The men would grow taller, their bodies ge ing chunkier and a

bit more muscly, they appeared like giants to their regular peers,

finishing around 10-15 feet tall with large beer guts, still dwarfed by

Norm and his now growing body.

Norm watched on with glee as he saw the inhabitants of the city

starting to grow too. It filled him with a sense of pride, he was the
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starting to grow too. It filled him with a sense of pride, he was the

cause for their growth, he watched the men grow and revelled in the

power he had, pa ing his turgid stomach.

Still the biggest.

His belly was slowly shrinking and again he found himself

growing taller, he wrapped his hands around Natalie and picked her

up, not wanting to hurt her with the expansion he was now going

through. He looked back at the impact site of his cum and saw the

women too who were also affected. They had found themselves

growing similar to the men in height, but they had more to deal with.

Their boobs grew, massive protruding breasts hanging off their larger

torso, even the flat chested ones, now blessed with boobs as large as

cars. Some were unable to stand thanks to their explosive growth.

Norm felt his cock twinge at the sight. There was something else

though, he wasn’t able to say for sure but he noticed they also grew

round taut bellies, each of them looking like they were swollen with

multiple children. Norm’s children.

He wasn’t able to linger on the thought for much longer, they were

disappearing from sight as he grew and grew. His previous 100 ft

seeming meagre compared to his 200 ft body, and still going. Natalie

was also growing from the small amounts of cum she was able to

catch and swallow, she barely passed 50 ft whilst Norm was fast

approaching the 250 mark. Proportionally his belly was now much

smaller on his body, his cock had also grown, resembling a skyscraper

at this point, it rested on the floor, even though his legs were still

shooting his body upwards.

For the first time he noticed the military presence which had

formed a perimeter around the city, he laughed at the tiny army toys

which had spent so long trying to see how to best contain this

situation only to find the problem was only growing.

“So big… They can’t stop me… They can’t stop us…” He looked at

his lover and planted his massive lips on her boobs.

“Nobody can stop us, Norm. This world is ours.”

 

The cycle continued, Norm and Natalie continued to cause each

other untold levels of pleasure and both continued to grow, despite his

cum making large portions of the population grow and turn into

giants, they were nothing compared to himself and Natalie. They were

insignificant, meaningless and tiny. Natalie managed to grow about
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insignificant, meaningless and tiny. Natalie managed to grow about

half the size of Norm, but she was never able to keep up as he surged

larger and larger day after day.

Looking down at the shrinking cities below, Norm laughed to

himself.

“Norm… You are so big…” Natalie said, dazed from her orgasm

moments prior. “How much bigger do you think we can get?”

Norm turned to his lover, “You can never be too big, Nat.”
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